**FAMILY SUSHI PLATTERS**

Our special sushi platters are a great solution for your celebration. They are beautifully arranged on our traditional Japanese lacquer platters. Below are three of our most popular choices.

---

**maki**

made of our most popular sushi rolls  
72 pieces | $245

Two of each of the following rolls:

- California roll
- Salmon & avocado roll  
- Spicy tuna roll

- Shrimp tempura roll
- Softshell crab roll
- Crunch roll

---

**combination**

Combination of sushi rolls and nigiri (fish on rice)  
68 pieces | $286

Two of each of the following rolls & 6 pieces of each nigiri:

- California roll
- Crunch roll
- Shrimp tempura roll
- Spicy tuna roll

- Hon maguro nigiri (tuna)
- Hamachi nigiri (yellowtail)
- Sake nigiri (salmon)

---

**veggie**  

78 pieces | $125

Two of each of the following rolls:

- Veggie futomaki
- Oshinko maki
- Kanpyo roll
- Kappa roll

- Ume shiso roll
- Asparagus roll
- Avocado roll

---

- Orders must be received 24 hours in advance of pick-up time
- We use the freshest available product, therefore all prices and availability subject to change without notice
- Substitutions can be requested. Prices will be subject to change based on order
- Lacquer platters must be returned or purchased for $120
- Tax, surcharge, and gratuity included

Sushi Ran | 107 Caledonia St. - Sausalito | 415.332.3620